We introduce and successfully test an efficient method to simulate triaxial borehole electromagnetic ͑EM͒ induction measurements acquired in axially symmetrical and transversely isotropic ͑TI͒ media. The method uses a Fourier series expansion to express the azimuthal dependence of EM fields and the source term whereby the essentially 3D problem collapses to a series of independent 2D problems. Each 2D problem is solved with a semianalytic method that uses normalized Bessel functions and normalized Hankel functions to express the radial dependence of EM fields, thereby improving numerical stability. In addition, use is made of amplitude and slope basis functions to describe the longitudinal dependence of EM fields to avoid grid refinement in the vicinity of horizontal formation boundaries. For validation, we compare the new simulation method to two 1D analytic methods in horizontally and radially layered formations, and to one 3D finite-difference method ͑3DFD͒ in multilayered formations that include borehole and invasion zones. Numerical results indicate that the method is accurate in formations with high conductivity contrasts compared to 1D methods and is more than ten times more efficient than the 3DFD method in multilayer formations.
INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, triaxial borehole electromagnetic ͑EM͒ induction tools have become prevalent to diagnose and quantify the presence of electrical anisotropy in potential hydrocarbon reservoirs. Measurements acquired with triaxial induction tools are sensitive to variations of formation conductivities in vertical and horizontal directions. Even though in some cases geologic beds exhibit different conductivities in different directions, transverse isotropy is encountered in most practical cases because of the microscopically layered structure of sedimentary rocks.
Several commercial triaxial borehole EM induction tools ͑Krieg-shauser et al., 2000; Rosthal et al., 2003; Barber et al., 2004͒ are available now in the market to acquire 3D resistivity measurements. These induction tools are especially useful to identify hydrocarbon pay zones in laminated, low-resistivity, and shaly sand formations, which often are overlooked by conventional resistivity tools. One important concern in the design of triaxial induction tools and in the interpretation of their measurements is to diagnose, differentiate, and quantify a variety of environmental, geometric, and petrophysical effects.
For example, interpreters want to know how 3D resistivity measurements are affected by tool spacing, tool eccentricity, resistivity of laminated shales, invasion in laminated sands, and so on. This information could be obtained with physical models. However, computer simulations are more efficient and convenient to perform the quantitative interpretation of the measurements. Moreover, inversion of 3D resistivity measurements requires that simulations be accurate and efficient for nonlinear iterative minimization.
In this study, we introduce an efficient method to simulate the response of a generic triaxial induction tool in axially symmetrical and transversely isotropic ͑TI͒ media. Figure 1 shows the assumed tool configuration and formation model. Because the transmitting coil can be either eccentered from the borehole axis or oriented in the horizontal direction, the problem is essentially three-dimensional, although formation properties vary only in the 2D meridian plane. This combination often is referred to as the 2.5D simulation problem in the EM technical literature, which can be approached with 3D solvers, e.g., 3D finite-element methods, 3D finite-difference methods, 3D integral-equation methods, and so on. However, these methods do not fully use the axial symmetry of formation geometry.
The direct way to take advantage of the axial symmetry of formation geometry is to expand the azimuthal dependence of EM fields in terms of a Fourier series. By so doing, the 2.5D problem reduces to a series of independent 2D problems. The solution to the 2.5D problem then is found by superimposing the solutions obtained for each of the 2D problems. Obviously, the efficiency of solving the 2.5D problem depends on the efficiency of the solution of 2D problems.
The numerical mode-matching method ͑NMM͒ ͑Chew et al., 1984; Tsang et al., 1984; Chew and Anderson, 1985; Pai and Huang, 1988; Chew et al., 1991; Zhang et al., 1995 has achieved great success in the simulation of 2D borehole EM problems. In this method, the numerical solution is sought in the radial direction, whereas exponential functions are invoked in the vertical direction. Tamarchenko and Druskin ͑1993͒ introduce a hybrid method similar to the NMM whereby bounded Green's functions are used to reduce the number of unknowns when matching continuity conditions across formation boundaries. By contrast, in the axial hybrid method ͑AHM͒ ͑Gianzero et al., 1985; Pai, 1991; Li and Shen, 1993; Wang et al., 2007͒ , the numerical solution is sought in the vertical direction, and a family of Bessel functions is used to describe the EM fields in the radial direction.
Liu ͑1993͒ uses the NMM to simulate EM fields resulting from an off-axis vertical magnetic dipole ͑VMD͒ source in axially symmetrical and isotropic media. Tamarchenko and Tabarovsky ͑1994͒ extend the work of Tamarchenko and Druskin ͑1993͒ to solve the dyadic Green's function resulting from an off-axis source in the same environment. On the other hand, Gianzero ͑S. Gianzero, personal communication, 2006͒ simulates the response of off-axis induction tools with a mandrel using the axial hybrid method for the case of isotropic media. Hue ͑2006͒ applies the axial hybrid method to TI media for simulations at dielectric frequencies.
Obviously, the set of 2D problems emerging from the Fourier series expansion of a 2.5D problem can be solved with different types of 2D solvers. Tabarovsky et al. ͑1996͒ implement a hybrid scheme to simulate EM fields in axially symmetrical and isotropic media consisting of an upper nonconductive half-space and a lower conductive half-space. The hybrid scheme is a combination of an integral equation over the interface between the two half-spaces and a finite-difference ͑FD͒ algorithm for the lower conductive half-space. In Tabarovsky et al.'s ͑1996͒ FD algorithm, scattered fields instead of total fields are simulated within the source's spatial domain to achieve high computational efficiency in view of the fact that the scattered fields are relatively smooth in the vicinity of the source.
Unlike the developments mentioned above, in this study we apply the axial hybrid method to the induction frequency range in TI media. The application to induction frequencies is of special interest because many commercial EM tools operate at these frequencies. We achieve this goal by adapting the axial hybrid method in several respects. First, we present an explicit analytic expression for transverse fields whereby matrix inversion is eliminated. In contrast, an implicit numerical expression instead of the explicit analytic expression for transverse fields is used in Hue's ͑2006͒ algorithm. As a result, matrix inversion is indispensable to simulate transverse components. The use of analytic expression not only saves time but also avoids the additional error resulting from the matrix inversion.
Next, we use normalized Bessel and Hankel functions to describe the fields in the radial direction instead of their original forms commonly used in the literature. We adopt the normalized forms because it is the smoothly varying parts of the two functions that matter in the computation, not their exponential parts. By so doing, the conditioning of matrices involved in the computation of reflection and transmission matrices is improved, and the round-off error in the computation of incident waves is reduced.
Finally, and most importantly, we successfully apply the amplitude and slope basis functions to discretize the unknown vertical electric current and the vertical magnetic current fields. The amplitude and slope basis functions naturally satisfy all the continuity conditions across formation boundaries. They span a special functional subspace whereby one can use a coarse grid without detriment to accuracy. In addition, one does not need to refine the grid in the vicinity of formation boundaries, which otherwise is necessary when other common elements, e.g., B-spline elements ͑Hue, 2006͒, are used because the derivatives of the unknown fields are discontinuous.
Throughout the study, we assume a time convention of the form e ‫מ‬it , where i is the imaginary unit, is the angular frequency, and t designates time.
EM FIELDS IN A RADIAL LAYER
In view of the assumed axial symmetry of formation geometry, we use cylindrical coordinates ͑,,z͒ in our formulation ͑see Figure  1͒ . We posit a medium composed of M ‫ם‬ 2 radial layers where conductivity and permeability vary only in the z-direction within each radial layer. The layer boundaries are ‫1מ‬ , 0 , 1 , 2 ,¯, M . Layer m is located between m‫1מ‬ and m . Layer M ‫ם‬ 1 is the outermost layer, extending from M to infinity. The EM source is in the borehole, and is located at 0 , 0 ‫ס‬ Ј, where the radial boundary 0 is an artificial radial interface inserted for convenience; therefore, we as-
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σ σ ρρ φφ σ = + + Figure 1 . Geometry of the assumed formation model and of the triaxial induction tool considered in the simulations. Symbols L and designate tool spacing and tool eccentricity, respectively. Symbols a and xo designate borehole radius and invasion radius, respectively. Formation conductivity is assumed transversely isotropic, with s being the transverse conductivity and z being the vertical conductivity. Subscripts xo and t identify invaded and undisturbed ͑virgin͒ zones, respectively.
sume that radial layers 0 and 1 have the same properties. From Maxwell's equations, we express the governing equations for E z , the vertical electric field, and H z , the vertical magnetic field, in any of these radial layers as follows ͑Hue, 2006͒: 
͑5͒
By substituting equations 4 and 5 into equations 1 and 2, and then applying the axial hybrid method ͑Gianzero et Pai, 1991; Li and Shen, 1993; Wang et al., 2007͒ to each harmonic, we obtain the following expression for the nth Fourier harmonic: 
REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION IN A RADIALLY MULTILAYERED MEDIUM
In any layer outside the source, the fields of the nth Fourier harmonic in equation 6 can be expressed succinctly as
where u m ‫ם‬ ͑͒ is the vector of incident waves in layer m ͑the plus sign denotes outward-propagating waves͒, and Q m ‫ם‬ ͑͒ is the reflection matrix in layer m. Note that all layers except layer 0 are outside the source; therefore, the outward-propagating waves are chosen as the incident waves. Layer 0 is a part of the borehole region. The fields in the borehole region are discussed in the next section.
It can be shown that, in layer m, the following propagation relationships hold for u m ‫ם‬ ͑͒ and Q m ‫ם‬ ͑͒, respectively:
Here, ␥ m ‫ם‬ ͑ a , b ͒ and ␥ m ‫מ‬ ͑ a , b ͒ are the propagation matrices in layer m for outward-propagating waves and standing waves, respectively:
where a and b are two arbitrary points within the same layer. Incident waves between two adjacent layers, layer m and layer m ‫ם‬ 1, are related by
where S m,m‫1ם‬ is the transmission matrix from layer m to layer m ‫ם‬ 1, given by
The reflection matrices between layer m and layer m ‫ם‬ 1 are related by
In the above, matrix I is the identity matrix. Matrices R l,l‫1ע‬ and T l,l‫1ע‬ are the local reflection and transmission matrices, respectively, between layer l and layer l ‫ע‬ 1. Here the choice of plus and minus signs depends on which waves are incident waves. When the incident waves are outward-propagating waves, the plus sign is chosen, and l ‫ס‬ m; whereas when the incident waves are standing waves, the minus sign is chosen, and l ‫ס‬ m ‫ם‬ 1. Matrices R l,l‫1ע‬ and T l,l‫1ע‬ are given by
In the above,
͑19͒ ͑20͒
Matrices P ,l,l ‫ע‬ 1 and P ,l គ,l‫1ע‬ , ‫ס‬ e,h, are given by
where l,l , and D eh,l,l‫1ע‬ are given by
where k ‫ס‬ l or l ‫ע‬ 1. Appendices B and C provide additional details about the derivation of the above equations.
EM fields in the borehole
We have assumed that the source is located within a homogeneous and isotropic borehole. For the ease of formulation, we have inserted a radial interface at 0 ͑ ‫ס‬ Ј͒ containing both source and receiver. Consequently, there are two radial layers in the borehole, with the inside layer denoted by 0, and the outside layer denoted by 1. When there are no radial discontinuities outside the source, the incident waves for layer 0 and layer 1 are b s ‫מ‬ and b s ‫ם‬ , respectively, the same as those in a homogeneous medium. Here, the plus and minus signs designate outward-propagating waves and standing waves, respectively. However, when a borehole wall exists, the incident wave in layer 0 will be b s ‫מ‬ plus the wave reflected by the borehole wall, whereas in layer 1 the incident wave remains the same because there is no reflected wave from inside the source.
Bearing this picture in mind, we readily obtain that at ‫ס‬ Ј, the incident waves are given by
͑27͒
For the EM fields resulting from a vertical magnetic dipole, we find that
Appendix D provides details for the EM fields resulting from horizontal magnetic dipoles. Consequently, ͑E z ,H z ͒ t in the borehole region can be expressed as
where the first term designates the primary fields in the borehole. Earlier we assumed that the borehole is homogeneous and isotropic; hence, this term can be replaced with an analytic expression. Accordingly, we obtain
where ͑E z,BH p ,H z,BH p ͒ t denotes the primary fields in the borehole region.
The most salient feature of equation 32 is the separation of the dependences of ͑E z ,H z ͒ t on and z. Because an induction tool moves in the axial direction in the borehole, the radial coordinate remains the same for different logging points. This feature means that for different logging points, the reflection matrix needs to be computed only once if the underlying grid is fine enough for all logging points. Once the reflection matrix is computed already for a given depth interval, the extra computational amount for an additional logging point is at most O͑N e 2 ͒, where N e is the number of elements in the axial direction. The actual computational amount is even less because most elements of vector ḡ 1 t ͑z͒ are zero filled.
Reflection, transmission matrices, and incident waves in all layers
In the outermost layer, or layer M ‫ם‬ 1, there is no incoming wave; hence Q M‫1ם‬ ‫ם‬ ‫ס‬ 0. Starting with this equation, and using the recursive relationships 14 and 15 along with the propagation relationship 10, we obtain Q ͑M͒‫מ‬
‫ם‬ in a sequential manner. Transmission matrices in each layer are computed using the relationship 14. Obviously, the transmission matrices can be computed simultaneously with the computation of the reflection matrices. For incident waves, first we compute u ‫מ͒1͑‬ ‫ם‬ and u ‫ם͒0͑‬ ‫מ‬ according to equations 25 and 26. Then we find u ‫מ͒2͑‬ ‫ם‬ ,¯,u ‫מ͒1מ‪͑M‬‬
‫ם‬
,u ͑M͒‫מ‬ ‫ם‬ using the recursive relationship 13 along with the propagation relationship 9.
NUMERICAL GRID AND BASIS FUNCTIONS
For numerical implementation, the infinitely extending solution domain is truncated at z min in the downward direction and at z max in the upward direction. According to the radiation condition, E z and H z vanish at both ends.
We discretize the solution domain ⍀ ϵ͓z min ,z max ͔ into N ‫ם‬ 1 elements so that
where the nth element e n ‫ס‬ ͓z n ,z n‫1ם‬ ͔. Here, z n ,n ‫ס‬ 0,¯,N ‫ם‬ 1, are the grid points. Note that z 0 ‫ס‬ z min , and z N‫1ם‬ ‫ס‬ z max . Figure 2 schematically describes the initial grid for TE-and TM-mode eigenvalue problems. The grid is uniform within the central part and expands on both sides of the central part, with the central uniform part consisting of the entire logging zone ͓z 1 Log ,z N Log Log ͔ plus a relaxation area with an extent of 1 m on each side. Outside the uniform part, the grid expands outward on each side until it reaches 100 m. The power law for the expansion maintains a length ratio of 1.25 between two adjacent elements. Such an initial grid does not include information about horizontal bed boundaries. To account for the effect of bed boundaries, instead of refining the initial grid in the vicinity of those boundaries ͑Hue, 2006͒, we locate a single grid point at each boundary.
We use amplitude and slope basis functions ͑Zhang et al., 1999͒ to approximate the unknown fields. Each node is associated with two basis functions except node z 0 and node z N‫1ם‬ . One basis function supports the amplitude of f ͑ ‫ס‬ e,h; and f e ‫ס‬ z E z , f h ‫ס‬ r,z Hz: see Appendix A for more technical details͒. The other basis function supports the amplitude of q ‫1מ‬ ‫ץ‬ f ‫ץ‬ z ͑q e ‫ס‬ s , q h ‫ס‬ r,s ͒. This property allows us to obtain accurate results with a coarse grid in the vicinity of horizontal formation discontinuities; otherwise we would have to refine the grid in these local regions, hence substantially increasing the computational cost. In all, there are 2N basis functions. The definition of basis functions is as follows:
͑35͒
Here, the shape functions L n,1 and L n,2 are given by
where we have assumed that p and q ͑q e ‫ס‬ z , q h ‫ס‬ r,z ͒ are constant within each element. Note that because of the introduction of z and r,z , amplitude and slope basis functions are media dependent. In contrast, commonly used basis functions generally are independent of media property. Therefore, amplitude and slope basis functions represent a completely different and special category of basis function for the unknown fields.
Earlier we emphasized that we allot only one grid point per bed
U n i f o r m E x p a n d i n g E x p a n d i n g Figure 2 . Vertical grid used by the 2.5DAHM algorithm to solve the generalized eigenvalue problems, where z 1 Log is the first logging point and z N Log Log is the last logging point. In addition, z min and z max are the truncated boundaries in the downward ͑‫מ‬z͒ and upward ͑‫ם‬z͒ directions, respectively.
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boundary. 
APPARENT CONDUCTIVITIES
Apparent conductivities for triaxial induction measurements are defined as ͑Zhdanov et al., 2001͒
where ␣ and ␤ are the receiver and transmitter coil orientations, respectively. They are either ͉ ͉ ‫ס‬ Ј , ͉ ͉ ‫ס‬ Ј , or ẑ. The magnetic field H ␣␤ is measured at a receiver oriented in the ␣ direction resulting from a transmitter oriented in the ␤ direction, namely,
͑39͒
In this last expression, H ␣␤ p ͑,,z͒ is the primary magnetic field in the borehole, and H ␣␤ sca ͑,n,z͒ is the scattered magnetic field of the nth Fourier harmonic resulting from the borehole wall. The longitudinal components H z␤ sca ͑,n,z͒ are given by equation 31, whereas the transverse components H ␤ sca ͑,n,z͒ and H ␤ sca ͑,n,z͒ are described in Appendix B.
In the computation, only field components with n Ն 0 are computed, whereas field components with n Ͻ 0 are obtained by symmetry. The Fourier series summation is truncated at n max , which has to be large enough to ensure that components with n Ͼ n max have negligible contribution to the total field. In equation 38, the symbol K ␣␤ is a tool constant, given by
and
where 0 is the permeability of free space, and L is the spacing between the transmitter and the receiver.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we compare our simulation algorithm to two analytic methods, and one 3D finite-difference method ͑3DFD͒ by computing apparent conductivities measured with a triaxial induction tool in ͑1͒ horizontally layered TI formations without borehole and invaded zones, ͑2͒ infinitely thick TI formations penetrated by a borehole, and ͑3͒ multilayered TI formations with both borehole and invaded zones. For convenience, henceforth we refer to our simulation algorithm as the 2.5DAHM ͑2.5D axial hybrid method͒. In all examples considered, we assume that the formation is nonmagnetic, and hence permeability is equal to that of free space in the whole solution domain.
We first use the 2.5DAHM to simulate the response of the assumed triaxial induction tool in a seven-layer formation described in Figure 3 with squarelike dashed and dashed-dotted curves. Because conductivity does not vary in the radial direction in the model, there exists an analytic solution for this problem ͑Chew, 1995͒. We choose the anisotropic ratio of 5 for the four high-conductivity layers, so that ͑ s , z ͒ ‫ס‬ ͑1000,200͒, ͑50,50͒, ͑200,40͒, ͑5,5͒, ͑500,100͒, ͑20,20͒, and ͑1000,200͒ mS / m from bottom to top, respectively.
The conductivity contrast between isotropic and anisotropic layers is high, thereby representing a challenging condition to test the performance of the 2.5DAHM. For comparison, we overlap the two sets of real-part apparent conductivities at 20 kHz in Figure 3 , wherein solid lines identify the analytic solution and circles identify the solution obtained with the 2.5DAHM. We also include the two sets of results at 200 kHz in the same two figures, wherein dotted lines identify the analytic solution and pentagon symbols identify the 2.5DAHM solution. We do not observe significant differences between the two methods, albeit the large conductivity contrast. Figure 4 shows the corresponding imaginary-part apparent conductivities in which the left panel is for 20 kHz, and the right panel is for 200 kHz. The curves indicate that, in general, imaginary-part signals vary smoothly with depth compared to real-part signals because the main contribution to imaginary-part signals is from direct coupling. This behavior is especially true for the 20-kHz curves. In addition, the absolute difference between two I͑ a ͒ curves is comparatively large at 20 kHz, even though the relative difference still is within 1%. Note that we did not plot a because a and a are identical in this case. We remark that n max ‫ס‬ 1 was used to simulate this problem.
The second example considers an infinitely thick TI formation penetrated by a borehole. The borehole is assumed homogeneous and isotropic. For this example, an analytic solution exists, too ͑Chew, 1995͒. The paradigm allows one to shed light on the tool's response with distance from the borehole axis, as well as with the contrast of conductivity between the borehole and the formation. Solid lines identify results obtained with the 2.5DAHM, whereas circles identify results obtained with the analytic solution. We set mud to 10, 0.5, 0.02, and 0.001 S / m, respectively, to test the applicability of the 2.5DAHM in different borehole conditions. The four values represent a fairly broad range of borehole conductivity, covering the cases from very salty water-base mud to highly resistive oil-base mud. For the sake of brevity, we show only analytic results for the case of high conductivity contrasts even though we have computed results for all situations.
As shown in Figures 5-7 , the two solutions generally are in excellent agreement for different values of tool standoff in these difficult acquisition conditions. The only exception is the appreciable difference on the curves of a when mud ‫ס‬ 10 S / m and when the tool approaches the borehole wall. There are two reasons for this difference. The first is that the high-frequency components in the reflected fields generally are not accurate because of numerical errors. When the observation point approaches the borehole wall, these high-frequency components begin to affect the total field adversely. More importantly, the total field is a superposition of TE and TM fields. For a , TE and TM fields are close to each other in numerical value but have different signs. As a result, the sum of the two fields undesirably reduces the number of significant figures in the total field.
A possible remedy for the large error is to use extrapolation, that is, to use the field at points away from the borehole wall to predict the field at points close to it. However, we choose not to apply extrapolation in this study but to expose readers to the difference to deepen their understanding of the behavior of our simulation method. We observe good agreement for all other situations, but the corresponding results are not shown here for the sake of conciseness. These results indicate that whereas the effect of eccentricity is small on zz , the corresponding effect on and is extremely large, especially when the conductivity contrast between the borehole and the formation is large. Very likely, this is the main reason why service companies make use of borehole processing to reduce borehole environmental effects or else include a metal mandrel as part of the tool.
Furthermore, close examination of the results indicates that eccentricity effects on are stronger than on when the borehole is drilled with conductive water-base mud. We remark that in the simulations we assume that the triaxial induction tool moves in the direction when it is eccentered. In addition, we assume that the operating frequency is 20 kHz. Figure 8 shows the intensity of the simulated borehole-wall scattered magnetic fields for different Fourier harmonics. These cases 
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correspond to the right end-points of the curves for mud ‫ס‬ 0.5 S / m and s ‫ס‬ 0.005 S / m shown in Figures 5-7 . In those cases, the triaxial induction tool is located against the borehole wall to highlight the effect of high-order Fourier harmonics. High-order Fourier harmonics have the largest contribution to the total field when the triaxial induction tool is pressed against the borehole wall ͑i.e., zero tool standoff͒. Obviously, at 20 kHz, Fourier harmonics of an order larger than 1 have negligible effects ͑Ͻ 0.1% of the fundamental mode͒ compared to the first two harmonics of order 0 and order 1. Moreover, harmonics of orders 0 and 1 provide the most significant contribution to H and H , as opposed to H zz for which the harmonic of order 0 provides the most significant contribution. At 200 kHz, contributions to the total field from high-order Fourier harmonics still are relatively small, although they increase compared to those at 20 kHz. In fact, only the magnitude of the secondorder harmonic is large enough to have an appreciable effect on the total field. Therefore, we conclude that n max ‫ס‬ 2 is an appropriate choice to ensure accurate simulations for the assumed triaxial induction tool when the operating frequency is below 200 kHz.
The specific truncation for the Fourier series expansion depends on multiple factors such as operating frequency, conductivity contrast between the borehole and the formation, tool spacing, and tool eccentricity. The borehole-wall scattered magnetic field is caused by the induced formation current, which is a function of the transmitter location. When the transmitter is close to the borehole wall, the induced current will exhibit a sharp, centered distribution in both the vertical and azimuthal directions; the closer the transmitter is to the borehole wall, the sharper the peak is. Therefore, when the transmitter is close to the borehole wall, more Fourier harmonics are necessary to describe the sharp variation of the scattered field in the azimuthal direction. When the receiver is close to the transmitter, the induced current ͑therefore, the scattered field͒ is even sharper in the azimuthal direction; hence, more Fourier harmonics are needed to account for the high-frequency components of the scattered field. Table 1 describes how many Fourier harmonics are needed in the Fourier series expansion of the borehole-wall scattered magnetic field to obtain accurate simulations. In that table, n max is the order of a Fourier harmonic beyond which the relative amplitude of any Fourier harmonic is less than 10 ‫3מ‬ . Clearly, when the tool spacing is 0.1016 m ͑4 inches͒, and the tool is pressed against the borehole wall ͑Ј ‫ס‬ a, borehole radius͒, most Fourier harmonics ͑i.e., 8 or 9͒ are needed to obtain accurate simulations. On the other hand, when the tool spacing is 1.016 m ͑40 inches͒, and the tool is at midway between the borehole axis and the borehole wall ͑ Ј ‫ס‬ a 2 ͒ , fewer harmonics ͑at most, 2͒ are necessary. We remark that, because the frequency range of interest is fairly narrow ͑from 20 to 200 kHz͒, the truncation of Fourier modes is relatively insensitive to frequency.
Moreover, the truncation is not sensitive to the conductivity contrast. This behavior occurs because the change in conductivity contrast mainly affects the field in the radial direction, whereas Fourier harmonics account for the change of field in the azimuthal direction. In addition, when the conductivity contrast is small, the absolute value of the scattered magnetic field is small, too, thereby indicating that a smaller truncation number could be chosen than that determined according to relative amplitude.
To validate our algorithm in a more complex environment, we construct a six-layer model with both borehole and invasion. This formation model is adapted from the one considered by Anderson et al. ͑1999͒. The new model is shown in Figure 9 . Borehole conductivity is either 1 S / m or 0.001 S / m to simulate the effects of waterbase and oil-base muds, respectively. The three low-resistivity layers, i.e., layers 1, 3, and 6, from bottom to top, remain the same as before, whereas the three high-resistivity layers, i.e., layers 2, 4, and 5, are augmented with an invasion zone. Moreover, the three high-resistivity layers are anisotropic with their anisotropic ratio equal to 5. Because of the essentially 3D property of EM fields in this formation model, there are no analytic solutions or simple 2D solutions available for simulation. We therefore resort to a previously developed 3DFD method ͑Hou et al., 2006͒ for benchmarking.
Simulations were obtained with the 3DFD method and our algorithm for this formation model, with the corresponding results at 20 kHz and 200 kHz plotted in Figures 10-15 . For convenience, in the figures we also indicate the true horizontal and vertical conductivities of undisturbed zones described with squarelike curves in Figures 10-14. Note that only three self-terms are nonvanishing when the tool resides on the borehole axis. By contrast, when the tool is away from the borehole axis, the two cross terms, i.e., z and z , also are nonvanishing in addition to the three self-terms. The two results are in good agreement for all nonvanishing components of apparent conductivity for on-axis and off-axis cases.
However, the difference for is relatively large in layers 4 and 5 when the triaxial induction tool is eccentered midway ͑i.e., 0.0508 m͒ between the borehole center and the borehole wall in a water-base mud. Doubling the grid density in the central uniform part of the grid for the 2.5DAHM, and increasing n max from 1 to 2, did not yield any appreciable improvement in the three apparent conductivities. Likewise, refining the 3DFD grid resulted in a slow convergence without improving the results. The 3DFD code uses a Cartesian grid of 28ϫ 28ϫ 92 cells, wherein 28 cells are used in the x-and y-directions, and 92 cells are used in the z-direction.
Tentatively, we conclude that the conspicuous difference between the two simulations in layers 4 and 5 is the result of the coarse grid and the material averaging for inhomogeneous cells used in the 3DFD method. Because a Cartesian grid is used in the 3DFD method, material averaging is used to account for the effect of nonconforming circular geometry at the borehole wall. This approximation causes simulation errors, especially when the grid is coarse and the triaxial induction tool is close to the borehole wall. Because of large resistivities in layers 4 and 5, the resistivity contrast is high with a water-base mud; therefore, we expect a relatively large simulation error when the tool is eccentered and close to the borehole wall.
The simulation results shown in Figures 10-15 indicate that the higher apparent conductivity at 20 kHz than at 200 kHz results from a smaller skin effect at the lower frequency. A comparison of these results against Figure 3 shows that the polarization horns ͑Howard and Chew, 1992͒ on and are mitigated now because of the presence of the borehole, which acts as a low-pass filter of the fields. On the other hand, a comparison between on-and off-axis cases shows that only when the conductivity contrast is significantly high can a strong eccentricity effect be observed on and ͑espe-cially on ͒. This observation is consistent with the conclusion drawn from Figures 5-7 .
In the last simulation example, the logging interval spans from ‫45.2מ‬ m to 5.588 m with a logging spacing of 0.0508 m, which leads to a total of 161 simulated logging points. Obviously, the application of the algorithm to this problem will be extremely slow. The reason for the slow computation speed is that the computational complexity of the 2.5DAHM is O͑N e 3 ͒, where N e is the number of elements included in the vertical solution domain. We reduce the computational expenditure by dividing the original long logging interval into some short segments. Subsequently, we run the 2.5DAHM code for shorter segments in a sequential manner until all the short segments are considered for simulation.
The final solution is obtained by combining the solutions obtained The optimal segmentation number was used for the last example to reduce the computational expense. Figure 16 shows the theoretical estimation and the actual statistics of the computational complexity with the number of short logging segments in the logging interval for the last example. Actual values for each curve are normalized against the first point on the curve so that the two sets of results can be compared properly on the same plot. We find that the theoreti- Figure 9 . Description of the six-layer formation model with both borehole and invasion used to validate the 2.5DAHM algorithm against the 3DFD method. cal estimation formula describes very well the actual variation of computational expense of the 2.5DAHM. Based on the theoretical estimation, we find that the minimum cost is achieved when t seg is 3, whereas from the actual statistics the minimum cost is achieved when t seg is 4. Actual data indicate that the computational expense at t seg ‫ס‬ 3 is very close to that at t seg ‫ס‬ 4. Therefore, using the optimal number of short segments yielded by the theoretical estimation is a reliable strategy to reduce computational expense. Figure 16 shows that by using the optimal segmentation, we obtain a speedup of a factor of 2 compared with the case when no segmentation is used. Results shown in Figures 10-15 were computed with t seg ‫ס‬ 4. Figure 17 shows the CPU time consumed by the 2.5DAHM and the FD3D method on a 3.2 GHz, 3.62 GB desktop computer to calculate the results shown in Figures 10-15 2.5DAHM is about 13 times faster than the 3DFD method, and at 200 kHz it is about 68 times faster than the 3DFD code.
CONCLUSIONS
We developed and successfully validated a new algorithm for the simulation of triaxial induction measurements acquired in axially symmetrical TI media. The new algorithm is based on the 2D axial hybrid method in which normalized Bessel functions and Hankel functions are used to describe the fields in the radial direction. In addition, amplitude and slope basis functions are used judiciously to avoid grid refinement around formation boundaries. We also introduced a new expression for the transverse components of EM fields, which does not require inverse calculations in the simulations.
The new algorithm was validated against two analytic solutions and one 3DFD method for different cases. Results indicate that the algorithm is accurate for high conductivity contrasts and large eccentricity values compared to the two analytic solutions. Results also show that the new algorithm is tens of times faster than the 3DFD coupled-potential method for multilayered cases that include borehole and invasion zones.
For a generic induction tool with a spacing of 1.016 m, we found that n max ‫ס‬ 2 is a good truncation criterion for the Fourier series expansion of EM fields in the azimuthal direction to ensure accurate results in cases of high conductivity contrasts and large eccentricity when the operating frequency is below 200 kHz. When the tool spacing decreases, an increasingly large truncation number is needed for the Fourier series expansion. Numerical experiments show that when the tool spacing decreases to 0.1016 m, we need as many as nine Fourier harmonics to secure accurate simulation results.
The developed algorithm is applicable only for induction problems because of the use of amplitude and slope basis functions. Extending these special basis functions to dielectric and wave propaga- 
͑C-2͒
where p l ‫ס‬ diag͑ z,l , r,z,l ͒. The plus and minus signs in the superscripts designate outward-propagating waves and standing waves, respectively. When the incident waves are impinging upon the interface from inside, the upper parts of Ϯ and ϯ are selected; whereas when the incident waves are impinging from the outside, the lower parts are selected. The longitudinal components ͑E z ,H z ͒ t are obtained from equation 8, whereas transverse components ͑E ,H ͒ t are given in Appendix B.
Taking the operation of C l t ͐ ‫מ‬ϱ ϱ ḡ l dz on both sides of equation C-1, and the operation of where ‫ס‬ e,h. In addition,
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